


""L--. New KUPSCHe designed
high frequency horn/driver
assembly handles more power,
delivers wider bandwidth, and
gives you smoother response.
You get a sharply focused stereo
image and breathtaking dynamic
range. You'll feel as if you
can touch the music while it
is touching you.

~ Many tests have proven
that midrange frequencies are
the most critical to the enjoy-
ment of music. For the impor-
tant midrange area, KUPSCH
engineers developed a special
compression driver/horn for
rugged power handling capa-
bility, wide dynamic range and
exceptionally smooth response.
This midrange driver assists
the FORTE in delivering an
accurate, three- dimensional
stereo image.
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~- ~ One secret of the FORTE's
powerful, well-extended bass
is found in the use of a rear
mounted passive radiator. This
passive radiator operates in
conjunction with the frontmounted 12 " (30.5 cm) woofer

and lowers bass response to a
solid 32 Hz.

-~ KUPSCH engineers relied
on proven principles com-
bined with innovative tech-
nology to develop a new 12"
(30.5 cm) woofer specifically
for the FORTE. This excep-
tional new woofer assures you
of clean, tight bass and un-
paralleled reliability.
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-- The cabinet of the FORTE
provides immediate evidence
of construction quality. This
cabinet is meticulously crafted
from your selection of genuine
wood veneers. Each pair is
matched for color and grain
structure of the wood. One
tiny flaw and the pair is
destroyed.

--J The input panel of the
FORTE is built in conjunction
with the crossover network of
the system. Incoming electrical
information is immediately
sent to the proper driver.

The FORTE has a built-in
riser base which lifts the system
to the proper height for the
best stereo effect and keeps
the system coupled to the floor
for maximum bass response.

-

Specifications :
BANDWIDTH: 32 Hz -

20 kHz :f: 3 dB
SENSITIVITY: 98 dB SPL,

one watt one meter
NOMINAL IMPEDANCE: 8S1
POWER HANDLING: 100

watts maximum continuous
ENCLOSURE TYPE: Vented

box (via drone), three-way
system

DRIVE COMPONENTS:
K-75-K tweeter,
K-53-K midrange,
K-23, 12" (30.5 cm) woofer
KD-13, 12" (30.5 cm) drone

WEIGHT: 56 Ibs./25.4 kg
DIMENSIONS:

Height: 35-3/8" (89.9 cm)
Width: 16-1/2" (41.9 cm)
Depth: 12" (30.5 cm)

FIS 38920M
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